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“Bisantz keeps the proceedings appropriately 
hushed, her singing – which many have 
noted, resembles that of Pheobe Snow – 
sensitively shaded by pianist Alex 
Nakhimovsky, guitarist Norman Johnson, 
bassist Matt Dwonszyk and drummer Ben 
Bellillo.  

 June delivers shivers with an 
intonation that bears the glint of moonlit 
melancholy, but hardly lacks for warmth – 
particularly when she’s accompanied by just 
Nakhimovsky and Johnson, or solely by the 
guitarist or when she goes it alone as she does 
on an a capella read of “Spring Is Here”.  
Bisantz’ horn-like phrasing floats atop the 
quartet’s sterling accompaniment on 
“It’s Always You”. 

Jazziz Magazine
Spring 2016 | Art for your Ears

“June Bisantz’ smooth seductive voice is 
infections. Her breathy, soft, trilly voice 
works well with the interaction of the 
flugelhorn. The entire album is a gem. 
Bisantz’ voice is simply so catching that the 
album will leave you wanting to hear more.”  

Jazziz Magazine

Michael Faigen

“June delivers shivers 
with an intonation that 

bears the glint of moonlit 
melancholy ...”



“Vocalist June Bisantz pays 
tribute to the singing of legendary 

trumpeter/vocalist Chet Baker on this 
collection of standards 

associated with him. 

Along with collaborators pianist Alex 
Nakhimovsky and guitarist 

Norman Johnson, the group achieves 
its goal by emulation rather than 

imitation. 

Bisantz captures Baker’s soft, inti-
mate vocal sound, the key to making 

the project work.  It’s a vocal style 
completely out of step with current 
“diva” practice: seemingly almost 

casual, with no overt 
technical or emotional display.”

All About Jazz
Mark Sullivan 

Fall 2015
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“Bisantz captures Baker’s soft, 
intimate vocal sound, 
the key to making the 

project work.”  
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“The Litchfield Jazz Festival will 
celebrate its 18th season at the 

Goshen Fairgrounds, August 9-11. 
Singer June Bisantz, also a visual 

artist, known for her public art 
installations, performs a 

tribute to trumpeter and vocalist 
Chet Baker on Sunday.

 June Bisantz & Alex Nakhimovsky  

Bisantz just may be the 
breakout artist of the 

festival.  Artistic 
director Vita Muir 

discovered her last year.  

“I took myself over to 
Dan Blow’s Music @Jap-
analia series in Hartford 

to see what all the fuss 
was about – and fell in 
love with her voice and 
the project” says Muir.

Connecticut Magazine 
CPR



“Cool and still full 
of emotion – 

just like Chet Baker”  
Jazz Podium Magazine, Germany

Hans Kittlaus

“Chet Baker’s lyrical trumpet and soft 
vocal style epitomized the cool jazz sound 

emanating from the West Coast in the 
1950s. Singer June Bisantz channels that 
feeling on “It’s Always You”, the second 

CD inspired by Baker’s sound.  

Her smoky voice and artful sense of time 
are showcased as she covers a dozen tunes 
associated with Chet Baker.  Bisantz gets 

stellar support from pianist Alex 
Nakhiovsky and guitarist Norman 

Johnson.  She teams with both on 
Everything Depends on You and Born to 

Be Blue, and with just Johnson on 
Forgetful, “You’re Mine You” and “The 

Night we Called it a Day”.  Gaobr Viragh 
adds Baker-like trumpet accompaniment 

on four tracks, most notably 
“My Ideal” and the wistful “Evr’y Time 
We Say Goodbye”.  Bisantz closes things 

out with a brief a capella take on 
“Spring is Here”.  

Quite fittingly for her project, she 
 dedicated the title track to Baker.”

Jazz Notes 
Ken Franckling  
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I attribute the highest praise to 
Nakhimovsky’s piano in his duet with 
June, “Born to Be Blue.”  Also mem-
orable are “Forgetful” and “You’re 
Mine You”, duets with the sensual 
guitar of Norman Johnson.  Trumpeter 
Gabor Viragh faced a particular 
challenge - playing in the style of Chet 
Baker is not easy. However, the sound 
of his horn in “Ev’ry Time We Say 
Goodbye” is beyond praise.

Nevertheless, the spectacular point of 
the album is the last song, June Bisantz 
without accompaniment. 
Her performance of  Rodgers-Hart’s 
“Spring Is Here” is like a  signature on 
a new portrait of a remarkable 
musician, a portrait June and her 
colleagues have created with 
“It’s Always You”.  

jazzquad.ru
Leonid Auskern
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“June masterfully 
recreates the soft, lyrical, 

very intimate singing style 
of Baker. Her pure, beautiful 

voice with expressive 
intonations 

envelops the listener and 
immerses one in an 
imaginary jazz club 

atmosphere...



“Vocalist June Bisantz 
looked like an updated mod 
transplant from London’s 
swinging 60s in a
geometric A-line dress 
and sunglasses.  
Her voice and manner were 
as hip as her look: she sang 
like someone who has been 
places and done things.”

June Bisantz, Litchfield Jazz Festival, Goshen, CT

recent REVIEWS 

Bisantz started the Chet Baker Project a 
few years ago, and the same musicians have 
been with her since the inception.  Bisantz 
said “Chet Baker really gets into your heart 
and soul. Whatever happened in his 
checkered life, his musicianship outlasts it 
all”. 

Included in the set were “Let’s Fall in 
Love”, “It’s Always You”, “Born to be 
Blue”, “It Could Happen to You”, “There 
Will Never Be Another You” and “Let’s Get 
Lost”.  Bisantz, who is also an accomplished 
visual artist, dedicated “Imagination” to 
all the dreamers out there.  She finished her 
superb set with “Ev’ry Time We Say Good-
bye.”   

Jazz Police 
Sheila Horne Mason
18th Annual Litchfield Jazz Festival



recent REVIEWS
“ o-leaders une Bisantz, a lauded vocalist and 
pianist Alex Nakhimovsky have come together to 
create a decisively Latin flavored casting of 
original compositions that are inventive as well as 
artistic and deeply musical. 

Bisantz has...a uni ue purview that gives us her 
highly creative phrasing and refined style.  
Nakhimovsky is a seasoned professional in 
classical as well as jazz idioms.  

The instrumentation of Love’s Tango is exotic and 
beautifully executed. The use of strings on 
selections like “This Reverie,” “A ish That 

ame True,” and “ cean reams,” add a lush 
sonic-scape that reinforces the sultry moods of 
each tune. hereas “  Note Samba,” and “Its’ 

ou,” offer a lively easy going feel. 

Bisantz has an easy-going alto style with a low 
burn sensuality that percolates with 
assuredness and sophistication...Nakhimovsky 
is genius with his colorizations of the melodies. 

elightfully witty lyrics, paired with music that 
enlivens the senses and lightens your heart. An 
engaging listen from start to finish, Love’s Tango 
is a recording of urbanity and splendor. 

“ elightfully witty 
lyrics, paired with music 
that enlivens the senses 
and lightens your heart.”

Staccatofy
Adjoran Horvat
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The collaboration of June Bisantz and 

Alex Nakhimovsky melds two magnificently 
creative souls into a distinctly Latin tinged 

album titled Love’s Tango.  As one would expect 
the album is filled with bossa, samba and tango, 

but what this album offers is not the usual 
Brazilian songbook, it is adorned with 
original compositions by Bisantz and 

Nakhimovsky.  Though they have recorded 
together in the past, Love’s Tango signals their 

first writing collaboration. The result is an 
enduring listen that you will cherish for years to 
come. What sets this collaboration apart are the 

originals. Bisantz like Diana Krall has an 
unassuming voice that is sweetly pleasing and 

Nakhimovsky’s delicate touch is flawless, his 
playing shimmers. The album’s title track 

“Love’s Tango,” ... complete with castanets and 
the not often used accordion...beautifully pays 
homage to the long tradition of tango.  Bisantz 
is once again simply delightful in her delivery, 

stylish with a hint of provocative sophistication, 
that fits the chic of the tune.

There is a depth to these songs that goes beyond 
the standard songbook, the leaders have created 

refined originals that stand out as lasting pieces.  
This is a welcome addition for anyone who 
enjoys a relaxing, slow burning listen with 
top-shelf performances. Love’s Tango is the 

antidote to any long day. Relax, unwind and 
drink in the beauty of the Love’s Tango.

“What sets this 
collaboration apart are the 
originals...There is a depth 

to these songs that goes 
beyond the standard song-

book... the leaders have 
created refined originals 
that stand out as lasting 

pieces.” 
Jazz Sensibilities
Stamish Malcuss
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In my mind, the Tango is somehow a 
type of Latin based, or Samba based 
musical style. And okay, maybe 
some measure of jazz thrown in as 
well. Titles can be deceiving, 
however. In the latest release from 
June Bisantz and Alex 
Nakhimovsky, they deliver a work 
that combines soft, melodic, jazz 
themes with, a Rachmaninoff 
inspired string section and overall, a 
magnificent work. Make no mistake, 
this is a sweet, soft, Sunday morn-
ing, lazy breakfast type of music. 
Or a romantic evening at home. 

Somehow, this duo, who has been 
writing and performing together 
since 2005, manages to combine 
Latin rhythms, jazz, classical, and 
soft, easy listening music into a 
group of seven songs that are sure to 
please. 

Bisantz has a terrific voice and one 
that seems perfectly suited for this 
style of music. Nakhimovsky is a 
force on the piano and his skills are 
no less apparent than the vocal 
abilities of his partner. Put this on 
and get lost in romance. 

“June Bisantz and 
Alex Nakhimovsky, deliver a 

work that combines soft, 
melodic, jazz themes with a 

Rachmaninoff inspired string 
section - a magnificent work…

Put this on and get 
lost in romance.“

Audiophile
Paul Wilson



“From silky bossa nova arias to
 jamboree-style sambas, 

a compelling tango, and a steamy 
Rachmaninoff-influenced prelude, this 

recording revels in the joys of life, finding 
pleasure in the simple luxury of being 

surrounded by upbeat music.

The romantic lure of the swirling strings 
woven swiftly along “ relude To a ish” 

is the recording’s moment to pay homage to 
the classical composer Rachmaninoff. The 

tune is a garden bed of delightful sprigs, 
glimmering with an elegance that pi ues the 

audience’s attention.

ontinuing to enchant the listener... 
“ cean reams” has a dreamy feel 

reminiscent of Antonio Carlos Jobim’s 
“The irl from Ipanema”...  

Bisantz’ smooth voicing caresses the downy 
bossa nova swells... Love’s Tango is 
contained within the confines of the 
Latin-influenced spectrum but such 

restraints do not diminish its appeal.  The 
music is lovely and Bisantz’s vocals...reel 

the listener into a peaceful state of being..”

Jazz 2 Love
Susan Frances

RECENT reviews

“This recording revels in 
the joys of life...” 



“JUNE BISANTZ & ALEX NAKHIMOVSKY - LOVE’S TANGO”

June Bisantz (vocals, lyrics) and Alex Nakhimovsky (piano, 

music, arrangements  make a terrific team. They have been 
recording and touring together since 2005 and their 

chemistry is obvious. They’re both in top form in this new 
album of original Latin jazz songs. 

hether delivering a samba, tango, bossa nova tune or 
Rachmaninoff-influenced string uartet prelude, the duo 

delivers, with vibrancy, sensitivity and charm.

Delights include “This Reverie,” “Prelude to a Wish,” 

Love’s Tango” “Ocean Dreams,” “It’s You” and the 

ex uisite “A ish That ame True.” Strings and the work 
of such outstanding musicians as guitarist Norman 

ohnson perfectly enhance the twosome’s musical vision. 
An air of breezy romance flows through this winning new 

album from Bisantz and Nakhimovsky.”

RECENT reviews

“An air of breezy 
romance flows 

through this 

winning new 
album from 
Bisantz and 

Nakhimovsky.” 

Pop Culture Classics
Paul Freeman
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“Rich toned vocalist and classy pianist Alex 

Nakhimovsky lead a  member rhythm team, 
 member string section and horn section 

respectively through a breezy collection of 
irresistible sambas and beyond.

Romantic Brazilian pulses are delivered 

sweetly by Bisantz through a mix of samba 
and strings on “This Reverie, while Middle 
East percussion goes to South America on a 

peppy “ leven Note Samba” and suave “It’s 
ou,” the latter featuring some hip guitar 

work by Norman ohnson riding the surf of 
Matt wonszyk’s bass. The strings give a 
rich parlor mood on “Prelude to a Wish” 

and create an ocean form for Steve avis’ 
trombone on with Bisantz and Nakhimovsky 
in a sensuous mood for “ cean reams.”

Some gypsy flavors take you to a campfire 
with violin and guitar sauntering with 
Bisantz on the celebratory title track whereas 
the co-leaders show that they can get into a 
restrained mood on the lovely and deliciously 

tender “A ish That ame True.” 
A strong outing with new South American 
sounds.”

“..a breezy collection of 
irresistible sambas and 

beyond...A strong outing 
with new South American 

sounds.”
Jazz Weekly, 

George W. Harris



“June Bisantz and Alex Nakhimovsky are 
equally skilled artists, who have both 

enjoyed vibrant careers.  Bisantz 
discography was illuminated with the 2012 release 

of It’s Always You, a collection inspired by the vocal 
work of the legendary Chet Baker...Her latest release 

is a collaboration with jazz/classical pianist and 
composer Nakhimovsky titled, Love’s Tango.  

A delightful collection of original music all 
pinioned in the Latin genre and offering appreciably 

well-hewn lyrics and melodies about love, with a 
focal on musicality.

A highlight track on the album is “11 Note Samba,” 
a fun and flirty tune that offers a 

celebratory sound...Bisantz has a soothing easy-go-
ing style about her singing, with darkly hued 

resonance that is rounded and curved with savoir 
vivre. The title track “Love’s Tango,” is a delecta-

bly exotic listen... A tango, as the title suggests, 
brought to life with castanets and the incisive 

dexterity of accordionist Marcus Centola. 
f note is the effortless sophistication of 

Nakhimovsky’s compositional writing. 
Nakhimovsky’s arranging and writing skills, 

coupled with Bisantz well-crafted 
lyrics is inspired.  At times their writing is so 

polished it’s easy to forget how harmonically 
complex and imbued these tunes really are, as you 

find yourself swept away by the 
emotions of the songs.”

All About Vocals
J. Pepper
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“Nakhimovsky’s arranging 
and writing skills, coupled 
with Bisantz well-crafted 
lyrics is inspired” 
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“There’s a happy little place in the music section 
of my brain where I really respond to tropical jazz, 
that smooth yet enormous sound that floats along 
with the trade winds, that stuff made so popular in 
the 50s and 0s by people like Martin enny and 

enry Mancini... 

Singer une Bisantz and pianist Alex 
Nakhimovsky love a lot of the same things--
classical music, for instance, and Latin rhythms. 
The first few minutes of this new album is 
directed right at the heart of the world of tango... 
you’ll start to hear those same shifts in the music, 
toward Mancini and enny, and that’s when those 
emotional connections are made and it all sounds 
so lush and beautiful. Actually, it sounds Lush and 
Beautiful, because this is the type of music I think 
about when I hear those two words...Bisantz’s voice 
is smooth, mellow and beckoning--she’s calling out 
to you to pack your bags and come along. Nakhi-
movsky’s piano provides that stability for the solo-
ists to shine. The perspective can shift depending on 
Bisantz--it moves in close when she’s singing, and 
then it pulls away and spreads out when she steps 
back to enjoy the solos. 

Love’s Tango really sails when all decks are on hand 
- that’s the essence of this music, the big string 
sections, the sound of musical notes skipping along 
the tops of waves, the feeling of that warm wind 
across your face. If it’s a seasonal thing, a way to 
comfort jazz fans and get them through the winter 
in one piece - it’s working.

“..if it’s a seasonal thing, a 
way to comfort jazz fans and 
get them through the winter 
in one piece...it’s working.”

Vinyl Anachronist
Marc Phillips, 

Managing Editor, the Occasional Magazine



JUNE BISANTZ & ALEX NAKHIMOVSKY/Love’s Tango:  
“A dandy odd duck of a release that finds two solid jazzbos 
teaming up for an original set of bossa based tunes with an 

unmistakable authentic feel.  
Stretching the boundaries of a well worn format that’s recently 

celebrated it’s 50th birthday, it’s obviously a solid sound that 
welcomes all with something to bring to the table.  The kind of 
music that’s getting the jump on summer and trying to do it’s 

part to chase the polar vortex away, can Sea Breezes and 
dental floss bikinis be far behind   

uite the luscious taste treat. “

Midwest Record
Chris Spector, Editor&Publisher

RECENT reviews

“An original set of 
bossa based tunes 

with an 
unmistakable 

authentic feel.  
uite the luscious 

taste treat.” 
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“Love’s Tango’s Latin rhythms are expounded upon 
with Bisantz’s vocal stylings and Nakhimovsky’s 
emotive piano work.
Even before knowing Bisantz has a background in 
visual arts, audiences can hear the color of the songs 
she sings. The songs Bisantz and Nakhimovsky 
bring to life have not only color ... but texture as 
well. The songs are emotive and intimate. They 
invite leaning forward and gaining an 
understanding of how the songs are put together. 
They are invariably about love, but the approach is 
a bit different depending on the song...Bisantz and 
Nakhimovsky are joined by an eclectic and busy 
ensemble to help them round out the soundscape of 
“Love’s Tango.”
Bisantz’s voice is richly textured and stronger than 
audiences might initially expect. There is a slightly 
breathy quality to her lower register voice. 
However... just when it seems like the soundscape 
might overwhelm the vocals, Bisantz’s voice shines 
through without straining. Released  just a couple 
of weeks ago, “Love’s Tango” brings to mind warm 
climes, dancing and sophisticated people.
While the Arctic Blast takes over the US, for jazz 
fans, there is the comfort of warm-sounding music 
to transport them to faraway, romantic places. The 
work of Bisantz and Nakhimovsky is the kind of 
music to do that.

LemonWire  
Dodie Miller-Gould

“Love’s Tango” brings to 
mind warm climes, 
dancing and sophisticated 
people..”



RECENT reviews
Together June Bisantz and Alex 

Nakhimovsky have collaborated a delicious-
ly Latin slanted release titled Love’s Tango, 

that features melodies by Nakhimovsky
and lyrics by Bisantz.

Bisantz has an entrancing voice, its deep 
and also opulently hued, with an alto tonal-
ity that adds to the sensuality of the lyrics, 
which she is fully committed to.  Her lyric 
content is full of strong picturization and 
story lines that connect the listener to the 

journey.  Often, I found myself checking the 
CD to see if it was a Latin standard, when 

indeed it was an original, as they all are.  
A fine example is “A ish That ame 

True,” Bisantz rings true on the bottom 
register notes, the melody is exotic and re-

freshingly airy at the same time.  
Another robustly rich tune is the percussion 

driven tune “It’s ou.”  d ast is the 
featured percussionist on this tune, his 

effervescent rhythm is accented by the horn 
section and the nimble fingers of guitarist 

Norman Johnson. 

Love’s Tango is popping with sparkling 
melodies and outstanding performances. 

A fine collaboration by two talented writ-
ers that equally stand up to the task when 

performing.  Its certainly clear they have a 
winning sound and a recipe for songwriting 

that is scrumptious.

“Love’s Tango is popping 
with sparkling melodies 

& outstanding 
performances.” 

Sound In Review



“Bisantz leaves her own pale-moon, 
feminine grooves on the melodies 

letting the instrumentalists follow that 
well-worn path with special highlights 

along the way, gently coaxing out what 
was meant to be.

Her vocals are soft, but embed the lyrics 
themselves with a deep resonant 

tonality, a full-bodied residue that melts 
the words until there is just a groan 

in the aftermath of emotional collapse, 
helplessness in “Your’e Mine You”, 

raw, self-conscious need on “I Don’t 
Stand a Ghost of a Chance”, 

containment in longing for the 
Disney-esque “My Ideal”, a ballet 

music box of a cover.

There is just enough of a strum of a 
light guitar, hand in hand with Bisantz’ 

light, lifting vocals until the bare 
 essence of a fan’s view of Chet Baker is 

all you hear.”

AXS Jazz Examiner
Carol Banks Weber
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“Bisantz leaves her own 
pale-moon, feminine 
grooves on the melodies 
... with light, lifting 
vocals until the bare 
essence of a fan’s view 
of Chet Baker is all you 
hear.”



Under The Radar: June Bisantz Sings Chet Baker

“I bring you good news: this is a keeper.
June evokes Chet Baker’s small voice and tender, 
thoughtful phrasing and is aided by the skilled 
Gabor Viragh standing in as the trumpet and 
fluegelhorn man. 

Sorrow and fragility do not overwhelm the 
atmosphere even though they linger at the 
edges. Although she sounds quite sensitive and 
thoughtful, June’s timbre conjures up a person 
with more emotional distance and perspective. 
In fact, there’s an older-but-wiser maternal 
presence, a bit in the later Rosemary Clooney 
mold. Her timbre also reminds me of 
Nancy Wilson.

The essence is there, but there’s some 
freshness, too. The good taste and subtle, skilled 
playing from the band members here should not 
be underestimated. The players are to be 
commended. In addition to the aforementioned 
brass player, pianist Alex Nakhimovsky is quite 
wonderful and gets ample opportunity to be 
heard and add to the classy environment.”

Sound Advice | Talking Broadway
Rob Lester

recent REVIEWS 

“I bring you 
good news: 

this is a keeper.”



“Excellent combination of Jazz & Bossa & Tango. 
Miss June Bisantz shines with her beautiful voice.” 

Carlos Fernandez Pacin FM Urquiza 91.7MHZ - Argentina  

“Love it !!!! Will be playing this!!” 
eoffrey eoff M - .  M Menton, rance 

“A brilliant and stellar mix of music 
WOW!”

eff Moses M - B Smooth azz Boston lobal Radio - SA

“Love the diversity of styles here as well as une’s classic, very old school 
vocals. A really great cd”

eoff Melton  The Music orner Magazine - ettysburg, A, SA

“Just perfect for the sunset sessions on the beach in Cyprus”
Mark umphries - B BS yprus - 2.  M Akrotiri, yprus

RADIO reviews

une Bisantz  Alex Nakhimovsky, the oli lub, aterbury alace Theater, aterbury, T



“LOVE IT ALL”
Bryant S Little ohn - ISS 0 M  . M  I .5 M

“June Bisantz’s voice captures the vibe of balmy 
nights and twinkling lights. Love’s Tango is a per-

fect backdrop for summer romance.”
Shelley ummeson B  2.5 M - amloops, British olumbia, anada 

 azz n The Rocks Radio Show

“Beautiful, joyful  romantic - perfect for a sum-
mer day or evening!”

Scott ugate - Soul and azz Radio - Staffordshire, 

radio REVIEWS

 une Bisantz  Matt wonszyk,  the oli lub, aterbury alace Theater, aterbury, T



“June you are an angel. I love 
Chet Baker and your renditions on 

this album are so unique and yet 
also so Chet. They take me straight 

to heaven. My listeners love it. 
Thank you and be assured that 

you now have fans in Queensland,
Australia.”

Helen Jarroe, Cairns FM89.1 Australia

“Bisantz’ voice is throaty, strong, 
quiet: her timing is surprising, 

velvety and bright.” 
Ann Porotti, WTJU,  Virginia, USA

June Bisantz, Body & Soul, Tokyo, Japan

“An impressive offering from June Bisantz and 
enviable musicians. It’s got the Chet Baker cool - 
emotionally connecting on every level.”
Helen Simons, The JazzXpress Caravan, Australia Jazz 
4Zzz102.1 FM 

“The soothing vocals and beautiful jazz 
arrangements compliment this mesmerising vocal. 
Beautiful!”
Parko Parkinson QBN FM 96.7 Australia 

“I was in awe when I heard her voice; especially 
carrying Chet’s ballads. You can bet that I will keep 
my ear closely tuned in for her from now on.”
Charles Jones, Music Director, WSYC Shippensburg, PA

“June’s voice is very captivating, relaxing and seduc-
tive. This CD has been one of the most requested to be 
played not only on the jazz programs but also on the 
mainstream music programs. It is really wonderful!”
Rafel Corbi Radio RPEM-FM Spain

“This CD is delicious! Great singing and 
very beautiful arrangements, played with great 
sensibility.”
Bruno Pollacci, AnimaJAZZ, Italy

“June’s clear strong vocals, combined with great 
musicianship, draws one into the smoky, 
comfortable, night clubs of yesteryear. This is not only 
an album for Chet Baker fans, but for all fans of Jazz 
whatever their age. Sit back and be drawn in by the 
ambience of it all.”
Tony Bates Highlands 100.7FM Australia

“The review can only be; Chet should be proud of her, 
a great CD with a fantastic performance on those fine 
Baker songs!”
Joost van Steen Alphen Stad FM Netherlands

“Beautiful voice. June kept me captivated through the 
WHOLE album. The band was AMAZING as well. 
Overall it’s an 11 out of 10!! Truly GREAT!”
Jason (Xu) Marzetti DJSR 88.5 Canada

RADIO reviews



“To say this is good is like saying that Ella 
Fitzgerald is just an OK singer. June has a voice 

God gives a very few. Move over 
Ella, Sarah & Diana, a new voice has emerged.”

Barry Rosen, WHCJ-FM, Georgia, USA

“Without doubt the best release received this year 
from any source. Great vocals with 

impressive backing. 
Congratulations to all involved.”

Martin Wright Radio 3ZZZ, Melboune, Australia

radio REVIEWS

 June Bisantz & Alex Nakhimovsky   Tokyo, Japan


